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Evidence for a large magnetic heat current in insulating layered cuprates
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The in-plane thermal conductivityk of the two-dimensional antiferromagnetic monolayer cuprate
Sr2CuO2Cl2 is studied. Analysis of the unusual temperature dependence ofk reveals that at low temperatures
the heat is carried by phonons, whereas at high temperatures magnetic excitations contribute significantly. A
comparison with other insulating layered cuprates suggests that a large magnetic contribution to the thermal
conductivity is an intrinsic property of these materials.
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There is growing experimental evidence that spin exc
tions may contribute significantly to the heat current in lo
dimensional spin systems. This seems to be well establis
for one-dimensional~1D! systems.1–5 For example, in the
insulating spin-ladder material Sr142xCaxCu24O41, a large
magnetic contributionkm to the thermal conductivityk can
be derived from a pronounced double-peak structure ok
along the ladder direction.2,4 The situation is less clear in
two-dimensional spin systems. These are, however, of
ticular importance due to their relevance for hig
temperature superconductivity.6,7 A double-peak structure
comparable to that in 1D systems is found in the in-pla
thermal conductivity of insulating 2D cuprates such
La2CuO4 ~LCO! and YBa2Cu3O6 ~YBCO! ~Refs. 8–10!.
This may indicate a sizable magnetic contribution to the h
current at high temperatures.8 However, the phononic ther
mal conductivitykph may show a double-peak structure als
as a result of pronounced~resonant! scattering in a narrow
temperature range. Such scattering may arise from the p
ence of local magnetic excitations, as was recently shown
the 2D spin-dimer system SrCu2(BO3)2 ~Ref. 11!, or it may
arise from the presence of soft phonon modes.9 The latter
was suggested for LCO and YBCO, in which soft mod
e.g., associated with tilt distortions of the CuO polyhedra
known to be present.9,12 An additional complication arise
from a strong sensitivity of the double-peak structure to o
gen doping.9

A material of particular interest in this context
Sr2CuO2Cl2 ~SCOC!. It is structurally very similar to LCO.
It contains CuO2 layers as in LCO, but the out-of-plane oxy
gen ions at the apices of the CuO6 octahedra are replaced b
Cl and La by Sr. The material has following advantages co
pared to LCO and YBCO~see, e.g., Ref. 6!.

~1! SCOC does not exhibit any distortion from tetragon
symmetry down to at least 10 K so that there is no structu
instability associated with soft tilting modes.

~2! Because of the absence of tilt distortions, the magn
properties are simpler than those of LCO. For example, th
is no Dzyaloshinski-Moriya exchange interaction. Thu
SCOC is believed to represent the best realization o
two-dimensionalS51/2 square-lattice Heisenberg antiferr
magnet.
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~3! In contrast to LCO and YBCO, SCOC cannot b
doped easily with charge carriers.

In this paper, we present measurements of the in-pl
thermal conductivityk of SCOC. We identify a double-pea
structure from a pronounced high-temperature shou
around 230 K. Analysis of these data, and a comparison
LCO and YBCO shows that it is very unlikely that th
double-peak structure arises from anomalous phonon da
ing due to scattering on soft lattice modes or magnetic e
tations. The data indicate instead a large magnetic ther
conductivity at high temperatures as an intrinsic feature
the insulating 2D cuprates.

We studied a single crystal of Sr2CuO2Cl2 of rectangular
form (13334 mm3) with the short direction along the
crystallographicc axis. It was grown by the traveling-solven
floating zone method. The thermal conductivity was me
sured with the heat current within the CuO2 planes by a
conventional steady-state method using a differen
Chromel-Au10.07%Fe-thermocouple. Typical temperatu
gradients were of the order of 0.2 K. The absolute accur
of our data is restricted by uncertainties in the sample ge
etry, whereas the relative accuracy is of the order of a f
percent.13

We show in Fig. 1 the in-plane thermal conductivity
SCOC as a function of temperature. We identify a maxim
at '30 K and a shoulder at high temperatures around 230
The pronounced low-temperature maximum ofk indicates
the high crystal quality. We note thatk is independent of a
magnetic field (<8 T) applied within the CuO2 planes per-
pendicular to the heat current. For comparison, we show
Fig. 1 the in-plane thermal conductivity of a single crystal
LCO, measured by Nakamuraet al. ~Ref. 8!. These data also
reveal a double-peak structure. The absolute value ofk at the
low-temperature maximum is smaller than in SCOC. O
reason may be that LCO is more sensitive to defects, res
ing, e.g., from excess oxygen, which introduces lattice
fects and hole doping and thus reduces the mean free pa
the heat-carrying excitations.

Both compounds, SCOC and LCO, are antiferromagn
insulators. In an insulator, the heat is usually carried
phonons. The typical behavior ofkph of a crystalline insula-
tor is shown by the solid lines in Fig. 1. These curves rep
sent fits to the low-temperature maximum ofk ~fitted below
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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about 50 K! of SCOC and LCO, using the standard Deb
model for the thermal conductivity of acoustic phonons:11,14

kph5
kB

4T3

2p2\3vph
E

0

QD /T

t~x,T!
x4ex

~ex21!2
dx. ~1!

Here, QD is the Debye temperature andvph is the sound
velocity. Due to the lack of experimental data for SCOC
use for both compounds the values reported for LCO@QD
'385 K;15 vph'5.23103 m/s ~Ref. 16!#. v is the phonon
frequency,x5\v/kBT, andt(x,T) is the phonon relaxation
time given by

t215
vph

L
1Dv21Pv41UTv3expS QD

uT D . ~2!

The four terms refer to the scattering rates for boundary s
tering, scattering on planar defects, on point defects,
phonon-phonon Umklapp scattering, respectively.L'1 mm
is the sample length, andD, P, U, andu are fitting constants
The low-temperature data are described very well by th
fits. The fit parameters are given in the caption of Fig. 1. T
decrease ofkph at high temperatures is due to phono
phonon Umklapp scattering.

For following reasons, it is very unlikely that the high
temperature increase ofk is due to conventional heat tran
port by phonons.

~1! The contribution tok from acoustic phonons, as de
scribed above, decreases at high temperatures.

~2! The contribution of optical phonons to the heat curre
is usually much smaller than that of acoustic phonons, e
in compounds with a very large number of atoms in the u
cell,5,17 so that heat transport by optical phonons is very
likely to cause the high-temperature maximum.

~3! The out-of-plane thermal conductivitykc of LCO be-
haves as the in-plane thermal conductivityk at low tempera-

FIG. 1. In-plane thermal conductivityk(T) of Sr2CuO2Cl2
~circles! and La2CuO4 @dotted line; data from Nakamuraet al. ~Ref.
8!#. Solid lines: fits tokph using the Debye model~Refs. 11,14!. The
fitting parameters for Sr2CuO2Cl2 (La2CuO4) are D/10217 s
53.4(2.6); P/10243 s350.15(21);U/10230 s2/K51.0(2.2); and
u54.9(4.4). The point defect scattering~P! is smaller in SCOC.
Inset: The magnetic contributionkm5k2kph for Sr2CuO2Cl2
~circles! and La2CuO4 ~dotted line! ~see text!.
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tures, but kc shows no indication of a high-temperatu
maximum.8 Such a strongly temperature-dependent anis
ropy is not expected for purely phononic heat conduction

Additional phonon scattering, active in a narrow tempe
ture range close to the minimum ofk, may, in principle,
cause a double-peak structure. However, resonant scatt
on local magnetic excitations as in SrCu2(BO3)2 ~Ref. 11!
cannot be the correct explanation in the present case. In
2D square-lattice cuprates, the dispersion of magnetic e
tations ranges from'0 to 2J/kB*2000 K (J is the in-plane
exchange constant! so that there is no reason that scatteri
on magnetic excitations should be most pronounced in a
row temperature interval around 100 K.11,19

Additional phonon damping from scattering on soft latti
modes, as suggested in Refs. 9 and 18, is unlikely as a c
of the double peak for the following reasons.

~1! There are no lattice instabilities in SCOC, renderi
this mechanism unimportant for this material.

~2! The double-peak structure is also present in the tetr
onal low-temperature phase of Eu-doped LCO, in which
soft tilting modes should be present either.10

~3! The absence of the double-peak structure ofkc in LCO
~Ref. 8! implies that anomalous phonon scattering wou
have to be active only for the in-plane thermal conductiv
k. Such a strong anisotropy of the phonon-phonon scatte
is not expected. Finally, note that the findingkc,k in LCO
~Ref. 8! provides evidence against any scattering scenario
a cause of the double-peak structure. Such a scatterin
active only fork, but absent forkc , implies k,kc , in con-
tradiction to the experimental results.

The data of Fig. 1~in particulark.kc) are most naturally
explained, if an additional channel of heat transport for
in-plane thermal conductivity is present. In an undoped in
lating 2D Heisenberg antiferromagnet with an electronic g
*1.5 eV, the only candidate for heat transport next
phonons are magnetic excitations. Their thermal conducti
km adds to that of the phonons, i.e.,k5kph1km . For a quan-
titative estimate ofkm from the data, we subtractkph as
obtained from the fit of the low-temperature maximum fro
k. Note thatkm cannot be obtained atT&100 K in this way,
because Eq.~1! was fitted to thetotal k below 50 K. Remark-
ably,km is of comparable magnitude~roughly of the order 10
W/Km! in both compounds~see inset of Fig. 1!. The maxi-
mum of km is at '245 K in SCOC and at'285 K in LCO.

Is a magnetic contribution of this size reasonable?
estimatekm using the kinetic equation in 2D:14

km5
1

2
cmvm,m . ~3!

Herecm is the magnetic specific heat and,m is the mean free
path of the magnetic excitations. The velocityvm of long-
wavelength spin waves isvm

SCOC'1.063105 m/s andvm
LCO

'1.163105 m/s, which is obtained fromvm5A8SZcJa/\.
Here Zc is the Oguchi correction anda denotes the lattice
constant.20 Values ofJ for various 2D cuprates are given i
Table I. Note thatvm is much larger thanvph , as a result of
J@kBQD . For the specific heatcm , we use the theoretica
result shown in the inset of Fig. 2, which comes from t
2-2
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EVIDENCE FOR A LARGE MAGNETIC HEAT CURRENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 184502 ~2003!
extrapolation of the high-temperature series for the partit
sum ~see the Appendix!. The maximum is cmax
50.4612(5)NkB at kBTmax50.5956(1)J. Given vm , cm ,
and usingkm as shown in Fig. 1, we obtain an estimate
,m(T), using Eq.~3!. ,m decreases strongly with increasin
temperature~Fig. 2!. At room temperature,,m /a'30 for
SCOC and'75 for LCO. These values are not excessive
large—much larger values of,m have been found in one
dimensional spin systems2–4—rendering a magnetic contri
bution to the heat current in SCOC and LCO very plausib

For a better understanding ofkm , it is instructive to dis-
cuss the magnetic correlations in the quasi-2D cuprates
particular, the in-plane magnetic correlation lengthjm(T). In
a 2D antiferromagnet, long-range order withjm5` is re-
stricted toT50. With increasing temperature, spin-flips~or
magnons! are excited, which reducejm by breaking the long-
range correlation. In the quasi-2D materials considered h
the finite magnetic ordering temperatureTN is determined by
the interplane interaction,6,7 which is much weaker than th
in-plane exchange interactionJ, so thatkBTN!J ~see Table

TABLE I. PositionTH of the high-temperature maximum ofkm ,
Neel-temperatureTN , in-plane magnetic exchange coupling co
stantJ, and the ratioJ/kBTH for three insulating 2D cuprates. Not
thatJ/kBTH is very similar in all three compounds.TN is from Refs.
6,7,32. The values ofJ are derived from the two-magnon Rama
scattering and infrared bimagnon-plus-phonon absorption
~Refs. 25,33!, where the Oguchi correction has been taken i
account.20 The data fork in YBCO and LCO are taken from Refs.
and 8, respectively.

TH ~K! TN ~K! J/kB ~K! J/kBTH

YBa2Cu3O6 200 .400 1125 5.6
Sr2CuO2Cl2 245 260 1220 5.0
La2CuO4 285 320 1390 4.9

FIG. 2. Magnetic mean free path,m(T)/a ~circles: Sr2CuO2Cl2;
dotted line: La2CuO4) as extracted from the data shown in Fig.
~see text!, and in-plane magnetic correlation lengthjm(T)/a ~solid
line: Sr2CuO2Cl2; dashed line: La2CuO4) as obtained from neutron
scattering~Ref. 7!. Here, a.3.9 Å is the lattice constant. Inse
Specific heatcm /kB of a S51/2 square-lattice Heisenberg antife
romagnet~see the Appendix!.
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I!. In the ordered state atT,TN , jm5`. For T.TN , jm is
still large because of the largeJ. We showjm(T) of SCOC
and LCO as inferred from magnetic neutron scattering7 in
Fig. 2. AboveTN , jm is indeed much larger than the lattic
constant. However,jm decreases strongly with increasin
temperature, approximately according to Ref. 7jm(T)
.exp(2pJ/kBT).

From these considerations we may draw following co
clusions for the magnetic heat current.

~1! We expect thatkm is determined by the large in-plan
exchange interactionJ and not by the interplane interaction
Therefore, no significant anomaly ofkm is expected atTN .
We note that, for the same reason, the anomaly of the m
netic specific heat atTN is very small and could not be de
tected experimentally.6,24

~2! At least aboveTN , the heat-carrying magnetic excita
tions are not the familiar collective excitations of a magne
cally ordered state~i.e., conventional magnons!, but rather
magnetic excitations~of triplet character! in a spin-liquid
state. Note, however, that also atT,TN , the nature of the
magnetic excitations of the 2D cuprates is under intens
debate.25–29

~3! Our data analysis reveals that,m decreases strongly
with temperature above 100 K. This decrease overcomp
sates the increase ofcm , which explains, why the maximum
of km occurs at a temperature much lower than that ofcm .
One might argue that the strong decrease of,m is related to
that of jm , since the mean free path of a conventional ma
non should not be larger thanjm(T). In fact, our data yield
,m(T),jm(T), confirming such a view. We note, howeve
that for magnetic excitations in a spin liquid, this argume
does not hold: the results on the spin-ladder compo
Sr142xCaxCu24O41 obtained in the spin liquid state withou
long-range order reveal a mean free path of the magn
excitations much larger thanjm .2,4

A double-peak structure ofk has also been found in othe
insulating monolayer cuprates30,34 and in the insulating bi-
layer compound YBa2Cu3O6.9 In YBCO, as in LCO, one
observes pronounced anisotropy, i.e.,kc does not show a
high-temperature maximum. Given the existence of a la
km in the monolayer cuprates, the high-temperature ma
mum of YBCO is also likely to be of magnetic origin. W
find a systematic variation of the temperatureTH of the high-
temperature maximum ofkm with J for the three different
insulating cuprates, as shown in Table I.

The data in Fig. 1 show that the high-temperature ma
mum is more pronounced in LCO than in SCOC. A relat
observation is the rather weak high-temperature anomal
k in Pr2CuO4.30,34 In view of the rather similar magnetic
properties of the insulating cuprates, one would expect, h
ever, a similar magnitude ofkm .31 One may suspect that th
different magnitude ofkm is related to a slightly different
charge carrier doping in the samples, arising, e.g., from
variation of the oxygen content. It is well known that dopin
with mobile charge carriers suppresses magnetic correlat
in the CuO2 planes very effectively. Accordingly, one ex
pects thatkm is also suppressed strongly, which is inde
found experimentally.35 For example, in LCO and YBCO

ta
2-3
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doped with a few percent of mobile holes per Cu, the hig
temperature maximum ofk completely disappears.8–10 How-
ever, this cannot explain the largerkm in LCO, since SCOC
as a clean, undoped material should then have the largeskm ,
which is not found experimentally. Note that the absolu
value of km is not understood generally. It is, e.g., uncle
why km is so extraordinarily large in Sr142xCaxCu24O41 and
rather small in the Bechgaard salts.2,3,5 It has been pointed
out that the magnitude ofkm may be determined in part b
the coupling between magnetic excitations and the latti3

which is essential to establish a temperature gradient for
magnetic excitations.

In summary, the in-plane thermal conductivity
Sr2CuO2Cl2 shows an unusual temperature dependence
a pronounced shoulder at high temperatures. It is unlik
that this behavior can be explained in terms of a pur
phononic heat current. In particular, an unusual damping
the phononic heat current due to resonant scattering on
lattice modes can be excluded, since there is no struct
instability in Sr2CuO2Cl2. Our data indicate a large magnet
contribution to the in-plane heat current. A comparison
other insulating layered cuprates suggests that a mag
contribution to the heat current is an intrinsic property
these materials. The absolute magnitude of the magnetic
tribution differs strongly for the various cuprates for reaso
yet to be clarified.
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APPENDIX

To deducec(T) from the high-temperature series,21 this
series is converted into series for the entropys in the energy
per sitee ~Ref. 22!. The extrapolations are stabilized by in
formation on the ground-state energye0520.669437(5)
~Ref. 23!, the maximum entropys5 ln 2, and the expected
low-energy power laws(e)}(e2e0)2/3. For the latter, Pade´
approximants are applied tos8(e)/s(e)22/(3(e2e0))
~Dlog Pade´ approximation!. Very good results are obtaine
~reliable error estimate 1022 from comparing diagonal to
nondiagonal Pade´ approximants!. The result shown in the
inset of Fig. 2~error 1023) is obtained by approximating

F ~e2e0!s8~e!

s~e!
2

2

3G lnS e2e0

12e0
D , ~A1!

which allows for multiplicative logarithmic corrections
yielding c(T)}T2@A1 ln2g(1/T)# with A50 and g
51.05(5). We donot, however, exclude a small finite valu
of A as found in spin-wave theory.
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